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Sunday, January 8th at 10:30 am 

In-Person & streamed live from the 

sanctuary  

via Zoom 

 

This Week’s Service                                                                                        From the Desk of Rev. Roger 

 

  Friends in the Outer Banks, 

I wish you a very happy new year. 

I believe 2023 will be a very powerful year for all of us. 

I write the following not to be political, but rather to point to an obvious reality. In 

Washington, one party is struggling right now to identify who will be its leader in 

the House of Representatives moving forward. It is hard to watch, as some of the 

party members are only interested in grandstanding, only interested in building 

their brand, and being disruptive for no other reason than to be disruptive. Others 

in that party are wishing to get on with the work of governing.  

Now, I wish both parties in Congress well. We need two strong parties in a 

democracy. And no party is pure. This writing is not about party politics. 

Rather, I lift up the obvious lesson in what is happening in DC right now. How we 

organize our organizations matters. It matters a lot. What matters, too, is how we 

all pitch in, with a spirit of resolve and a spirit of compromise and good will. 

Political parties, non-profits, school boards, governments, and congregations all 

face the same question: how shall we organize ourselves and to what end? 

UUCOB is asking similar questions now. 

In the face of a minister's departure after a good 7-year run and in the face of a 

new reality after the COVID pandemic, the question emerges: how shall we as a 

congregation organize ourselves. 

The first and most important part is to recognize that you have a board, you have 

crucial committees and you have a contract minister. All the pieces are in place. 

The work is to streamline those processes. Those processes are there to facilitate 

answering the call to ministry that is unique and precious to the congregation 

known as UUCOB (or as I've heard it called a lot: "the UU"). 

As I see it, your committees are in good shape. The board, the finance committee, 

the team on ministry, the transition team, the pastoral care team, the program 

team, and the events team are all well equipped to help you move towards your 

vision. 

The concern I've heard is that you'd like to have more people in order to staff 

some of those teams.  Understandable. As we seek to simplify in light of your 

smaller numbers, some of those teams may be merged. Some may have to take a 

break. Others are crucial to the infrastructure and survival of your congregation.  

Your governance is designed right now to ask the questions: what are we for and 

where are we headed? 

2023 will undoubtedly be the year to make a new path, in a world that is very 

different than the world before COVID. 

Unlike the chaos in DC right now, UUCOB has an infrastructure and a spirit 

grounded in covenant that gives me great hope that you will move together 

beautifully, in pursuit of your highest aspirations. 

 

A NOTE 

On 1/15, I will be preaching with you via Zoom on the first Source: Direct 

experience of that transcending mystery and wonder, affirmed in all cultures, 

which moves us to a renewal of the spirit and an openness to the forces which 

create and uphold life. 

I call that the Transcendentalist Imperative. 

To learn more about the role of the transcendentalists in our religious history, see 

the following resources:  

https://www.uua.org/re/tapestry/adults/river/workshop13/178793.shtml 

and  

https://www.uua.org/re/tapestry/adults/river/workshop13/178794.shtml 

 

See you soon. 

Reverend Roger 

 

    

 

Unitarian Universalist Congregation of the Outer Banks 
831 Herbert Perry Road           
Kitty Hawk, NC  27949 
 
Email:        Phone: 252-261-2801 

Visit our website: https://uucob.org/ 

Check us out on Social Media: Facebook or Instagram 

To contact Rev. Roger: 

Book a time with Rev. Roger at: https://calendly.com/rogerbutts80905/roger 

Phone: 719-433-3135        

Email: revrogerobuuc@gmail.com 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Connect with UUCOB         

 

Join Nancy Byrne and guest Kyl Corrigan for “Burning Bowl:  Ritual of the New Year”  

Every year at UUCOB we have a ritual to say  goodbye to the old year and set our 
intentions for the new one. This year,  we welcome the group SlybootsOBX for 
energy raising drumming  led by Kyl Corrigan. If weather permits Dennis will have 
fire in the cauldron outside at the end of the service, so dress accordingly.   
 
About our guest: Kyl Corrigan grew up in western NY and southern Ontario Canada 

and studied Music and art at Fredonia NY. In Fredonia he met Bernard Woma, a 

master xylophonist from Ghana west Africa, and picked up playing African drums in 

2004. Since then he has studied with Griffin Brady who went to Africa with Bernard. 

Griffin opened his own school of music dance and art in New York, Vermont and 

Colorado called Slyboots in which they teach Music from around the world and also 

have an exchange program between Africa and the US. 

 

In 2020 Slyboots OBX was started and Kyl and Griffin  have been teaching 

polyrhythms from Ghana and Guinea west Africa on the OBX.   They share a vision 

that everyone one has musical creativity and  teach all experience levels. 

 

 

 

This month, a portion of all Sunday morning offerings will be 

donated to Food for Thought, a non-profit that helps to provide 

Dare County students nutritious and child-pleasing non-perishable 

breakfasts, lunches, and snacks on weekends and holidays during 

the school year.  

 

   Upcoming Service – Sunday, January 22rd   

   Celebrating the Life and Poetry of Mary Oliver. 

   From Dennis Tromba: “In order to add your   

   reflections to this event, a number of books of  

   Oliver’s poetry and prose are available in the office. 

Please avail yourself of    the opportunity and take a volume home for a week or 

less. Please sign the book and take written note of a passage which may ring 

your bell. The Mary Oliver experience may transcend any particular poem or any 

reader's personal perspective.” 

UUCOB:  Fostering Wonder  /  Creating Connections  /  Nurturing Hope  /  Working for Justice 

__________________________________________________________ 

UUCOB News & Notes 

__________________________________________________________ 

The Events Committee is asking for help from UUCOB 

members and friends to plan future events. Please 

complete this online survey Event Survey. There will also be 

a stack of printed surveys in the Meetinghouse.  

__________________________________________________________ 

 

The handicap lift at UUCOB remains out of order. We are 

waiting for parts to repair it. 

Mark your calendar: Friday, February 10th at 6:00 pm 

We’re bringing back Potluck Dinner & Game Night! Bring a 

dish to share and a beverage of your choice. If you like, bring 

friends and family. All are welcome. 

 

 

 

NOTE: We have a stash of games at the Meetinghouse. But, if you like, bring your 

favorite game to play. 

__________________________________________________________ 
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